Temperature effect on plasma metanephrines

Seasonal variation in plasma free normetanephrine concentrations: implications for biochemical diagnosis of pheochromocytoma
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Abstract

Background: Higher plasma concentrations of catecholamines in winter than in summer are established; whether this impacts plasma concentrations of metanephrines used for the diagnosis of pheochromocytoma is unknown.

Objective: In this study, we examined seasonal variations in plasma concentrations of metanephrines, the impact of this on diagnostic test performance and the influences of forearm warming (‘arterialization’ of venous blood) on blood flow and measured concentrations.

Methods: Measurements of plasma concentrations of metanephrines were recorded from 4052 patients tested for pheochromocytoma at two clinical centers. Among these patients, 107 had tumors. An additional 26 volunteers were enrolled for measurements of plasma metanephrines and forearm blood flow before and after forearm warming.

Results: There was no seasonal variation in the plasma concentrations of metanephrines among patients with pheochromocytoma, whereas among those without tumors, plasma concentrations of normetanephrine were higher ($P < 0.0001$) in winter than in summer. Lowest concentrations of normetanephrine were measured in July, with those recorded from December to April being more than 21% higher ($P < 0.0001$). These differences resulted in a twofold higher ($P = 0.0012$) prevalence of false-positive elevations of normetanephrine concentrations in winter than in summer, associated with a drop in overall diagnostic specificity from 96% in summer to 92% in winter ($P = 0.0010$). Forearm warming increased blood flow and lowered ($P = 0.0020$) plasma normetanephrine concentrations.

Conclusions: Plasma concentrations of normetanephrine are subject to seasonal variation with a resulting higher prevalence of false-positive results in winter than in summer. Lowered plasma concentrations of normetanephrine with forearm warming suggest an effect of temperature. These results have implications for considerations of temperature to minimize false-positive results.
Introduction

Higher plasma concentrations of catecholamines in winter than in summer (1, 2) are likely linked to the effects of environmental temperature on the sympathetic nervous system (3). Such influences have also been reported to be associated with seasonal variations in blood pressure (4, 5, 6), possibly contributing to excess cardiovascular morbidity and mortality in winter than in summer (7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14). Although seasonal variations in plasma concentrations of catecholamines are well established, it is not clear whether this influences plasma concentrations of normetanephrine and metanephrine, the respective O-methylated metabolites of norepinephrine and epinephrine, now used increasingly for the diagnosis of pheochromocytoma (15). If such influences exist, this may result in a seasonal impact on diagnostic test performance.

With the above-mentioned considerations in mind, the present study was carried out to examine seasonal variations in plasma concentrations of normetanephrine and metanephrine and any resulting influence on diagnostic test performance. For this purpose, we evaluated data from 4052 patients who underwent routine testing for pheochromocytoma at two North European tertiary care centers over a 7-year time period. Since plasma normetanephrine and metanephrine exhibit reciprocal higher and lower respective concentrations in forearm venous plasma than in arterial plasma (16), we also examined whether forearm warming (‘arterialization’) affects changes in the concentrations of the metabolites that might explain any observed seasonal variation.

Subjects and methods

Subjects

Subjects included a population of 4052 patients tested under routine clinical care for pheochromocytoma with measurements of plasma free metanephrines at two tertiary clinical care centers: Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Center, Nijmegen, The Netherlands, and the University Hospital of Dresden, Dresden, Germany. The approvals of local ethics committees were obtained for the use of routine patient-derived data, with informed consent being waived subject to anonymity of the source of the data.

A total of 107 patients were determined to have pheochromocytoma, including 55 (29 males and 26 females) from Nijmegen and 52 (22 males and 30 females) from Dresden. There were no differences in gender distributions (58% females in both Nijmegen and Dresden) or in ages of these patients (median 57 and range 8–89 years for those from Nijmegen; median 57 and range 9–77 years for those from Dresden) at the two centers.

Among patients without pheochromocytoma, there were 1624 (659 males and 965 females) from Nijmegen and 2321 (949 males and 1372 females) from Dresden. There was no difference in gender distributions at the two centers (59% females in both Nijmegen and Dresden), but patients from Nijmegen (median 53 and range 6–94 years) were younger ($P<0.0010$) than those from Dresden (median 57 and range 4–96 years).

An additional 26 volunteers (16 hypertensives and ten normotensives) and three patients with adrenal pheochromocytoma were enrolled to examine changes in the plasma concentrations of normetanephrine and metanephrine with forearm warming. The three patients with pheochromocytoma included two with recurrent disease and one with von Hippel–Lindau syndrome. Volunteers had a median age of 53 years (range 39–84) and included 14 females and 12 males. Blood flow was measured in seven volunteers (three hypertensives and four normotensives) before and after forearm warming using laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF). Their median age was 52 years (range 47–61), and these volunteers included three females and four males. All volunteers and patients were enrolled under an approved clinical protocol with written informed consent. All the volunteers underwent a medical history and physical examination to exclude any disease or disorder other than primary hypertension. Volunteers who were taking medications known to increase plasma concentrations of metanephrines (e.g., tricyclic antidepressants) were excluded.

Blood sample collection

Collection of heparinized blood samples was carried out under routine clinical care with instructions that patients rest supine for at least 30 min before samples were drawn. The collection of samples was carried out by venipuncture, with instructions that blood samples should be kept on ice until plasma was separated and stored frozen before analyses.

For the 26 volunteers and three patients with pheochromocytoma, blood sampling was carried out...
using an indwelling venous catheter placed in an antibrachial vein of the right forearm at least 30 min before the first sample was drawn and with the patients remaining supine throughout procedures. Two blood samples were drawn with and without hand and forearm warming using an electric standard heating pad (17), set at a constant temperature of 40°C, for 30 min. Blood sampling after 30 min of supine rest with and without the heating pad was carried out in a random order. Blood samples were collected into heparinized tubes and placed on ice until centrifugation (4°C) to separate the plasma, which was stored at −80°C.

**Blood flow measurements**

Blood flow was measured in seven volunteers using a PF 5010 Laser Doppler Perimed (Perimed, Järfalla, Sweden), a method largely used to estimate skin perfusion (18). A low-power, 780-mm, solid-state laser beam with a measuring depth of 0.5–1 mm was used in this system, applied via two small angled thermostatic probes (457), one fixed at the distal part of the inner hand and the other at the median of the inner forearm with the participants lying supine. Relative perfusion was calculated by the concentration and the mean velocity of moving blood cells related to the magnitude of the Doppler signal and the frequency shift (19, 20). The LDF perfusion values were measured as relative Laser Doppler Perfusion Units (AU) using the PeriFlux software Stockholm, Sweden.

**Laboratory analyses**

In studies involving routine clinical care, measurements of plasma free normetanephrine and metanephrine concentrations were performed using liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection (21). These analyses were carried out according to the same method at Nijmegen and Dresden. As described in detail elsewhere (22), the use of this method yields comparable results at the two centers (<5% differences by Bland–Altman plots), but with 4.5% lower (P<0.0001) concentrations of normetanephrine recorded at Nijmegen than at Dresden. Respective inter-assay coefficients of variation for normetanephrine and metanephrine averaged 4.9 and 5.2% at Dresden and 4.6 and 7.0% at Nijmegen. In studies involving forearm warming, all measurements of plasma normetanephrine and metanephrine concentrations were performed using liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry (23).

**Statistical analyses**

The JMP statistics software package (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, USA) was used for statistical analyses. Differences in temperature and plasma concentrations of normetanephrine and metanephrine according to the season or month of sampling and study center were assessed using non-parametric analyses, first using the Kruskal–Wallis test to examine for overall differences between groups and then using the Steel–Dwass method to assess for differences among each of the four seasons or 12 months. Relationships between mean monthly temperature and mean monthly plasma normetanephrine concentrations were examined using Spearman’s correlation coefficient (rS). Differences between these relationships for Dresden and Nijmegen were examined using stepwise linear regression analysis. Comparisons of plasma metanephrines and blood flow perfusion values with and without the heating stimulus were made using the Wilcoxon signed-rank sum test for paired measurements.

For analyses of seasonal influences on diagnostic specificity and sensitivity, designation of negative and positive results for normetanephrine was according to age-adjusted cut-offs described elsewhere (22) and subsequently used for the routine diagnostic services offered at both Dresden and Nijmegen. These cut-offs are defined by the equation: (UCNMN = 2.07 × 10⁻⁶ age³ + 0.540) for a curvilinear fit of the upper cut-off for normetanephrine (UCNMN) with age from 5 years (UCNMN = 0.54 nmol/l) up until 65 years (UCNMN = 1.09 nmol/l). Upper cut-offs from 65 years upwards are then maintained constant at 1.09 nmol/l. For metanephrine, the upper cut-off is set at 0.45 nmol/l. Differences in the proportions of true-negative and false-positive results for plasma metanephrines according to season were assessed according to Fisher’s exact test. P≤0.05 was set as statistically significant.

**Results**

**Seasonal influences on plasma normetanephrine and metanephrine concentrations**

Plasma concentrations of normetanephrine in patients without pheochromocytoma exhibited highly significant (P<0.0001) overall differences according to both season and month (Fig. 1A). The lowest seasonal concentrations of normetanephrine were observed in summer, with 16 and 13% higher (P<0.0001) concentrations recorded
respectively in winter and spring than in summer. Plasma concentrations of normetanephrine were also respectively 11 and 9% higher ($P<0.0005$ and $P<0.0002$) in winter and spring than in fall, whereas those in summer and fall did not differ. The lowest monthly plasma concentrations of normetanephrine were observed in July, with 21–24% higher ($P<0.0001$) concentrations recorded from December through to April. In contrast, plasma concentrations of metanephrine exhibited only weak seasonal differences ($P=0.0146$) with 6% higher concentrations recorded in spring than in fall ($P=0.0136$), but no other differences observed between seasons (Fig. 1B).

In contrast to patients without pheochromocytoma, those with tumors exhibited no significant differences in plasma concentrations of normetanephrine or metanephrine according to month or season. In particular, plasma concentrations of normetanephrine in patients with pheochromocytoma did not differ between winter and summer months at either study center (Fig. 2A).

In patients without pheochromocytoma, higher plasma concentrations of normetanephrine in winter than in summer retained significance ($P=0.0001$) when examined separately for data recorded at both Nijmegen and Dresden (Fig. 2B). However, the magnitudes of summer-to-winter increases in plasma concentrations of normetanephrine were 58% larger at Dresden than at Nijmegen (19 vs 12%).

**Seasonal differences in plasma normetanephrine concentrations according to center and temperature**

Examination of meteorological records (http://www.weatheronline.co.nz/weather/maps/city 20 July 2013, http://www.wetterkontor.de/de/monatswerte-station.asp, 20 July 2013) indicated lower ($P<0.0001$) winter than summer temperatures at both Dresden and Nijmegen, with no differences in respective average summer temperatures (17.3 and 17.0 °C), but lower ($P=0.0148$) winter temperatures (−0.2 and 2.0 °C) at Dresden than at Nijmegen (Fig. 2C). Similarly, plasma concentrations of normetanephrine during the summer months did not differ significantly ($P=0.1027$) between Dresden and Nijmegen; however, during winter months, the concentrations were 16% higher ($P=0.0008$) at Dresden than Nijmegen (Fig. 2B).

Using the mean monthly data, significant ($P<0.0050$) negative relationships between plasma normetanephrine concentrations and temperature were determined for each of the two centers (Fig. 3). Slopes of regression lines describing relationships were similar between the two centers, but plasma concentrations of normetanephrine with respect to temperature were slightly (2.6–4%) but significantly ($P=0.0420$) higher at Dresden than Nijmegen.

**Seasonal influences on diagnostic test performance**

There were no seasonal differences in diagnostic sensitivity according to age-adjusted upper cut-offs for plasma concentrations of normetanephrine and an upper cut-off of 0.45 nmol/l for plasma concentrations of metanephrine (Table 1). However, higher plasma concentrations of normetanephrine in winter than summer months among patients without pheochromocytoma were associated with a twofold increase ($P=0.0012$) in rates of false-positive results from 3.7% in summer to 7.3% in winter. In contrast, rates of false-positive results for
Plasma concentrations of metanephrine were much lower than for plasma concentrations of normetanephrine and did not differ \( (P > 0.1850) \) between winter and summer \((1\text{ vs }0.5\%)\). The overall higher rates of false-positive results for normetanephrine and metanephrine concentrations in winter than summer months were associated with a decrease \( (P < 0.0010) \) in diagnostic specificity from 96\% in summer to 92\% in winter.

**Figure 2**
Plasma concentrations of normetanephrine in patients with (A) and without (B) pheochromocytoma and ambient temperature (C) for winter compared to summer months at Dresden (DRS) compared to Nijmegen (NJM): results are shown as means \( \pm \text{S.E.M.} \) values. *Different \( (P < 0.0001) \) summer values compared with winter values. †Different \( (P < 0.0500) \) values between Dresden and Nijmegen for winter months.

**Figure 3**
Relationships between the mean monthly plasma normetanephrine concentrations and mean monthly temperature levels for Dresden (A) and Nijmegen (B). Shaded areas around regression lines serve to show the 95\% CIs of the fit. Slopes of regression equations for Dresden and Nijmegen did not differ, but concentrations of normetanephrine at Dresden were 2.6\% higher than those at Nijmegen at 18\°C, increasing to 4.0\% higher values at 0\°C \((P = 0.0420)\).
The summer-to-winter decrease in diagnostic specificity was larger at Dresden than at Nijmegen and only significant \( (P = 0.0020) \) for Dresden, where the specificity was 95% in summer and 90% in winter. At Nijmegen, diagnostic specificity was 98% in summer and 96% in winter, a smaller difference compared with that at Dresden.

**Forearm warming**

For the 26 normotensive and hypertensive volunteers, plasma concentrations of normetanephrine were lower \( (P = 0.0020) \) after forearm warming compared to the control period without the heating stimulus (Fig. 4A). No differences were observed for plasma concentrations of metanephrine. The results were similar for the parent catecholamines, with lower \( (P = 0.0080) \) plasma concentrations of norepinephrine after forearm warming compared to the period without the heating stimulus (Fig. 4B), but with no significant difference in plasma concentrations of epinephrine.

In contrast to the volunteers, none of the three patients with pheochromocytoma exhibited decreased forearm venous plasma concentrations of normetanephrine during local warming of the forearm. In fact, measured concentrations exhibited slight increases with forearm warming from 3.17 to 3.29 nmol/l in one patient, 0.88 to 1.16 nmol/l in another, and from 0.78 to 0.82 nmol/l in the third.

Laser Doppler measurements of relative skin perfusion assessed from the probe fixed at the median inner forearm of seven volunteers exhibited a 234% increase \( (P = 0.0180) \) after 30 min of warming compared to the period without warming (Fig. 5A). This increase in blood flow was associated with an 18% \( (P = 0.0180) \) increase in skin temperature (Fig. 5B). Measurements at the distal inner hand similarly showed a 249% increase \( (P = 0.0180) \) in blood perfusion after 30 min of forearm warming (Fig. 5C), also associated with a 16% increase \( (P = 0.0180) \) in skin temperature (Fig. 5D).

**Discussion**

The present study establishing seasonal variations in plasma concentrations of free normetanephrine in patients without pheochromocytoma, with higher concentrations in winter than in summer, are consistent with previous findings of circannual patterns in plasma and urinary norepinephrine concentrations that peak during the winter months (24). This circannual rhythmicity was linked to influences of environmental temperature on the sympathetic nervous system (25, 26). In the present study, a link with ambient temperature was similarly indicated by correlations of study center plasma normetanephrine concentrations with regional seasonal temperatures. Most importantly, the data indicate that colder winter months are associated not only with higher plasma normetanephrine concentrations compared with warmer months, but also with increased proportions of false-positive test results and reduced diagnostic specificity in winter than in summer.

**Table 1** Diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of plasma metanephrines in summer and winter. Values in parentheses indicate numbers of true-positive results (for sensitivity) or true-negative results (for specificity) divided by the total number of results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Winter</th>
<th>( P ) value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensitivity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMN</td>
<td>(36/36) 100%</td>
<td>(22/22) 100%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>(23/36) 64%</td>
<td>(13/22) 59%</td>
<td>0.7840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMN and MN</td>
<td>(36/36) 100%</td>
<td>(22/22) 100%</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specificity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMN</td>
<td>(1005/1042) 96%</td>
<td>(835/896) 93%</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN*</td>
<td>(1031/1036) 99%</td>
<td>(863/872) 99%</td>
<td>0.1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMN and MN</td>
<td>(994/1036) 96%</td>
<td>(806/872) 92%</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NMN, normetanephrine; MN, metanephrine.

*For 30 patients, plasma metanephrine concentrations were not measurable.

**Figure 4**

Differences in plasma normetanephrine (A) and norepinephrine (B) concentrations before and after the application of the heating stimulus.
Although a cold-induced generalized increase in sympathetic outflow presumably contributes to higher winter plasma concentrations of norepinephrine and normetanephrine, our findings that localized warming of the arm decreases the concentrations of both amines indicate contributions of additional factors. These include vasoconstriction- and vasodilation-associated changes in local sympathoneural norepinephrine release and forearm blood flow, influencing the dynamics of local clearance processes (27). More specifically, studies of norepinephrine kinetics have established that forearm venous plasma concentrations of norepinephrine reflect contributions from locally and systemically released transmitter, both influenced by changes in local blood flow (27, 28, 29, 30). While vasoconstriction leads to substantially increased local extraction of norepinephrine from the arterial inflow, it is also associated with increased local release of norepinephrine and a vasoconstriction-associated reduction in the volume of blood in the forearm venous outflow into which the escaping norepinephrine is diluted. The end result is a larger arterial-to-venous increase in plasma concentrations of norepinephrine associated with vasoconstriction than with vasodilation and increased blood flow.

Similar to the plasma concentrations of norepinephrine, those of free normetanephrine are also higher in the outflowing venous blood than in the inflowing arterial blood (16), reflecting production of the metabolite from locally released norepinephrine. Thus, the decreases in forearm venous plasma concentrations of normetanephrine with local warming observed in this study reflect both reduction in norepinephrine released by local sympathetic nerves and the associated increase in blood flow, which acts further to dilute the normetanephrine produced from the local metabolism of norepinephrine. Since metanephrine is mainly derived from adrenal medullary sources rather than from systemic or local forearm metabolism, this metabolite of epinephrine does not exhibit decreases in forearm venous concentrations with local warming. This and the relative independence of metanephrine production from changes in sympathoadrenal activity may explain why only normetanephrine and not metanephrine exhibits seasonal variations and decreases in forearm venous plasma concentrations with local warming.

In support of the above-mentioned notion, none of the three patients with pheochromocytoma showed decreases in the plasma concentrations of normetanephrine with forearm warming; in fact, all exhibited slight increases in plasma concentrations of normetanephrine, an effect expected to result from decreased local extraction of the metabolite consequent to increased blood flow.

The above-mentioned findings suggest that attention to the temperature of blood sampling might not only reverse the increased rates of false-positive results, and lowered diagnostic specificity for tests of plasma metanephrine during colder than warmer seasons, but might also improve diagnostic sensitivity. Since false-positive results are far more prevalent for plasma normetanephrine than for metanephrine and because normetanephrine is the more important metabolite for diagnosis of pheochromocytoma, improved diagnostic performance might also be expected with blood samples collected under conditions of forearm warming.

A minor limitation of this study was that the data were derived from single patient samples and not from multiple
samples collected from the same patients at different seasonal time points. Although a within-subjects design may offer improved statistical power than between-subjects comparisons, such an approach is not practical for evaluations of routine clinical data from which impact on diagnostic test performance is most appropriately established. The between-subjects comparisons of the present study involving over 4000 patients not only provided sufficient power to document seasonal influences on plasma concentrations of normetanephrine at two separate centers, but also provided sufficient data to establish the impact on diagnostic test performance under conditions of routine clinical care. Most importantly, although the winter-to-summer 16% difference in plasma concentrations of normetanephrine is relatively minor compared with a recently described 50% difference in seated to supine sampling plasma concentrations (31), this relatively small difference is sufficient to result in a twofold increase in false-positive test results in winter than in summer. This influence further illustrates the importance of considering preanalytical factors when performing measurements of plasma metanephrines as a test for the diagnosis of pheochromocytoma.

In summary, plasma concentrations of normetanephrine are subject to seasonal variation with a resulting higher prevalence of false-positive results in winter than in summer. Lowered plasma concentrations of normetanephrine with forearm warming suggest an effect of temperature possibly related to reduced systemic and local forearm release of norepinephrine and vasodilation-induced dilution of venous concentrations of normetanephrine. These results have implications for considerations of temperature to minimize false-positive results during the diagnostic work-up of patients with suspected pheochromocytoma.
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